Abstract. A class of hyperbolic toral automorphisms is exhibited which are not infinitesimally ergodic. These provide counterexamples to the conjecture that Anosov diffeomorphisms are infinitesimally ergodic.
In [2, p. 944], J. Robbin conjectured that Anosov diffeomorphisms are infinitesimally ergodic. In this note we disprove the conjecture by showing the existence of a class of hyperbolic toral automorphisms which fail to be infinitesimally ergodic.
Let G: M -» M denote a diffeomorphism of the compact manifold M. The adjoint representation G * is the operator on vector fields X given by G*X = TG ° X » G~x. is the continuous extension of the operator "pull-back by G" on smooth differential forms.
A unimodular matrix with integer entries and spectrum off the unit circle projects to a diffeomorphism of T" = R"/Z" called a hyperbolic toral automorphism.
Theorem. // A is a hyperbolic toral automorphism with two distinct eigenvalues inside (outside) the unit circle, then A is not infinitesimally ergodic.
Proof. We construct a nonzero tj E H~X(T*M) which lies in the kernel of / -(A*)*. Regarding elements tj E H~X(T*M) as n-tuples of functions (in H ~ X(M)) we express tj as a vector Fourier series *(*)-2*00**'*0 where p E Z" and tj(/í) E C. As (A*)*r¡ = A' ° tj ° A (A' denotes the transpose), tj lies in the kernel of I -(A *)* when its Fourier coefficients 
For simplicity assume A has distinct eigenvalues. Then B = (A')~x is also hyperbolic with distinct eigenvalues (a" A-} such that \a¡\ < 1 < |Ay-|. By hypothesis, we assume |A,| < |A2|. Now, choose a basis Wk of unit eigenvectors and renorm R " by defining II2 q^lP-SteP. 
